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How computer games became recognised as part of 
our culture. A new timeline from the 
Computerspielemuseum

++ Hauptstadtkulturfonds supports timeline that shows how computer 
games were established as culture.

++ Official release date of Timeline at the Berlin games:net PRESENTS 
event on 7 June, 2018.

Berlin, 6th June 2018 | Few will contest that computer games are an 
essential part of our culture. But what events really shaped this recognition?

The new Timeline published by the Computerspielemuseum fills this 
knowledge gap. It takes a step back to go beyond subjective preferences 
and the quality of individual games to gather those events that had a crucial
impact on our general culture. It presents the interstices where computer 
games connected with established cultural sectors and genres such as 
literature, film, drama and music as well as with the realms of politics and 
science.

This creates a panorama of events spanning from the beginnings of the 
games to the present, thus inviting users to explore this field and maybe 
make surprising discoveries. The Timeline boasts of various features so that
you can select contents as well as the mode of presentation according to 
your personal preferences.

The Timeline is an international project, which will be enhanced steadily in 
cooperation with partners like the European Federation of Game Archives, 
Museums and Preservation Projects (www.efgamp.eu).

The project is funded by the Hauptstadtkulturfonds as part of the State-of-
the-game project series run by the Computerspielemuseum. Andreas 
Lange, curator of the museum, will introduce the Timeline at the release 
event where he will be available for interview requests. 
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You can preview the Timeline under www.gamesanthropology.net 

Here you find screenshots, which can be used without costs for articles:

www.computerspielemuseum.de/mediabase/img/1283.jpg 
www.computerspielemuseum.de/mediabase/img/1286.jpg 

To the free registration for the games:net PRSENTS event:
https://www.eventbrite.de/e/gamesnet-berlinbrandenburg-
berlinbalticnordicnet-present-naz-cuevas-registration-45940332772 

Contact person

Andreas Lange
Tel.: 030 31164470
Email: lange@computerspielemuseum.de

About the Computerspielemuseum

In the year 1997 our museum was the first institution ever to present a permanent exhibition on the 
theme of digital entertainment. Since then we have accompanied the development of the medium with 
more than 30 exhibitions shown in Germany or an international scale. Our new permanent exhibition 
“Computer games. The evolution of a medium” saw its premiere on January, 2011 and is visited by more
than 100.000 guests per year.

www.computerspielemuseum.de
www.facebook.com/Computerspielemuseum
twitter.com/CSM_Berlin
instagram.com/computerspielemuseum_berlin/

About the Hauptstadtkulturfonds

In the year 1999, the German federal states and the City of Berlin agreed on the Hauptstadtkulturvertrag
(Capital Cultural Pact), part of which was the implementation of the Hauptstadtkulturfonds (Capital 
Cultural Fund). The latter is to promote cultural individual projects and events, which will add to the 
national or international appeal and reputation of Berlin and/or which are highly innovative or excelling in
other respects.

www.hauptstadtkulturfonds.berlin.de 
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